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Introduction
This event is from the global leaders in Green Economics who created the field of Green Economics as an academic discipline and who have been responsible for its spread over the last 10 years. The first green academic journal International Journal of Green Economics which is double blind peer reviewed will be introduced - now in its 6th volume as well as a complete range of books on green economics and the green economy in 4 series, Ashgate Academic Press, Gower Management Publishers and The Green Economics Reader Series and the Green Economics Handbook series from the Green Economics Institute.

This side events charts the history origins, background, theory and practise of Green Economics and the competing ideas within the field and the literature and introduces and analyses the field.

Speakers will be:
Miriam Kennet: Director and Founder of the Green Economics Institute. The Green Economy leading in the 21st and 22nd Centuries-building Resilience into the Post Oil Economy: History and Development and origins of Green Economics, Oxford University Environmental Change Institute, Green European Foundation. Author of of 8 books on Green Economics. UK Government IPCC recommended Climate Scientist, Named as 1 of 100 most powerful global women 2011. Alumni of the month July 2012! Creator of the discipline of Green Economics and well known writer on Green Economics
Michelle Gale D'Oliveira: Brazil, USA, Human Rights Lawyer, author, Director of the Green Economics Institute, Gender specialist, Environmental and International Relations specialist, Future Economy - how green economics emerged in the 20th century and the Green Economy for the 21st and 22nd centuries - how we are building a completely new narrative and paradigm at the Green Economics Institute!
Hans Kare Flo: Tekna Norway: Hi Tech Trade Union - The Green Knowledge Economy and New technology, Education, Creativity and Learning Processes, Eco Tech and Clean Tech
Marcio Paludin: Brazilian Environmental Scientist and commodity specialist Oxford University Environmental Change Institute Oxford
Laura de Macedo: Architect, sustainable cities, former head of ICLEI Sustainable Cities for Brazil and the Americas, Oxford University Environmental Change Institute
Fran Tattershall: Solar Specialist and Renewables: Member of the Green Economics Institute
Clive Lord: Founder of the UK Greens and also of the Citizens Income and author - Green Economy for older people in the demographic shift
Professor Graciela Chichilnisky: Inventor of carbon markets, Professor of Economics and Statistics at Columbia University
Ewa Larsson MP: Green Women Sweden, how empowering and educating women and girls will help the whole world with its sustainability and make poorer countries prosper.

Launch of full range of books on Green Economics - for participants to use and to find out about Green Economics and what it really means. As read by Mr. Sha Zufeng!

Inclusion, holistic, sustainable, for everyone and everything on the planet. Everyone counts! Everyone is included! Participatory workshop!

Detailed programme
This workshop with its high profile and robust line up of experienced green economists will be able to support and influence the outcome of the UNCSD in a way that few others will have been
focused over the long term on this subject. It therefore will offer unique 10 year insight into the field and its practise and literature on green economics and the green economy and how and why it has evolved as it has. The field of green economics is about reclaiming, reforming and the renaissance of Economics for all people, especially women, nature, other species, the planet and its systems and about environmental and social justice together. It is about making the economy flourish and that growth is growth in nature not destruction as currently measured. Its the economics of doing and is intensely practical and is a mesh of earth and social science and its methodology and scope are completely unique - high tech positive progressive and forward looking with a completely new analysis of what can be done and how to do it. It is attracting attention all over the world with its fresh and global outlook and this workshop will introduce its main leaders and thinkers and their ideas and writing and projects and campaigns.

Creating Green Economics Together! Join the Team and work towards the development of Green Economics in the 21st and 22nd Centuries, for a sustainable, inclusive, accessible, resilient economy of Sharing, caring and doing- a hi tech economy of the future!

Come and take part and find out what it really means and how to use it and where the resources are for you to use!
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